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EFFICIENT COMPUTATION OF UNIVERSAL ELLIPTIC GAUSS SUMS
CHRISTIAN J. BERGHOFF
Abstract. In [2] it has been shown that the elliptic Gauß sums whose use has been proposed
in the context of counting points on elliptic curves and primality tests in [15, 11] can be
computed by using modular functions. In this work we give detailed algorithms for the
necessary computations mentioned in [2], all of which have been implemented in C. We
analyse the relatively straightforward algorithms derived from the theory and provide several
improvements speeding up computations considerably. In addition, slightly generalizing [2]
we describe how (elliptic) Jacobi sums may be determined in a very similar way and show
how this can be used. We conclude by an analysis of space and run-time requirements of the
algorithms.
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1. Elliptic curves
Within this work we will only consider primes p ą 3 and thus assume that the curve in
question is given in the Weierstraß form
E : Y 2 “ X3 ` aX ` b “ fpXq,
where a, b P Fp. We will always identify E with its set of points EpFpq. For the following
well-known statements cf. [22, 25]. We assume that the elliptic curve is neither singular nor
supersingular. It is a standard fact that E is an abelian group with respect to point addition.
Its neutral element, the point at infinity, will be denoted O. For a prime ` ‰ p, the `-torsion
subgroup Er`s has the shape
Er`s – Z{`Zˆ Z{`Z.
In the endomorphism ring of E the Frobenius homomorphism
φp : pX,Y q ÞÑ pϕppXq, ϕppY qq “ pXp, Y pq
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satisfies the quadratic equation
(1.1) 0 “ χpφpq “ φ2p ´ tφp ` p,
where |t| ď 2?p by the Hasse bound. By restriction φp acts as a linear map on Er`s. The
number of points on E over Fp is given by #EpFpq “ p ` 1 ´ t and is thus immediate from
the value of t.
Schoof’s algorithm computes the value of t modulo ` for sufficiently many small primes `
by considering χpφpq modulo ` and afterwards combines the results by means of the Chinese
Remainder Theorem. In the original version this requires computations in extensions of degree
Op`2q.
However, a lot of work has been put into elaborating improvements. Let ∆ “ t2 ´ 4p denote
the discriminant of equation (1.1). Then we distinguish the following cases:
(1) If
`∆
`
˘ “ 1, then ` is called an Elkies prime. In this case, the characteristic equation
factors as χpφpq “ pφp ´ λqpφp ´ µq mod `, so when acting on Er`s the map φp has
two eigenvalues λ, µ P F˚` with corresponding eigenpoints P,Q. Since λµ “ p and
λ ` µ “ t, it obviously suffices to determine one of them. So we have to solve the
discrete logarithm problem
λP “ φppP q “ pP px , P py q,
which only requires working in extensions of degree Op`q.
(2) If
`∆
`
˘ “ ´1, then ` is called an Atkin prime. In this case the eigenvalues of φp are in
F`2zF` and there is no eigenpoint P P Er`s. We do not consider this case.
The approach to Elkies primes was further improved in numerous publications, e. g.
[14, 12, 4, 9, 5, 23]. We focus on the new ideas introduced in [17]. The algorithm it presents
allows to work in extensions of degree n, where n runs through maximal coprime divisors of
`´ 1, using so-called elliptic Gaussian periods.
A variant of this approach was presented in [16] and [18]. It relies instead on so-called
elliptic Gauß sums. For a character χ : pZ{`Zq˚ Ñ xζny of order n with n | ` ´ 1 these are
defined in analogy to the classical cyclotomic Gauß sums via
(1.2) G`,n,χpEq “
`´1ÿ
a“1
χpaqpaP qu
for an `-torsion point P on E, where u “ y for n even and u “ x for n odd. As was shown in
[16],
(1.3) G`,n,χpEqn, G`,n,χpEq
m
G`,n,χmpEq P Fprζns for m ă n
holds. In addition, the index in F˚` of the eigenvalue λ corresponding to P can directly be
calculated modulo n using the equation
(1.4) G`,n,χpEqp “ χ´ppλqG`,n,χppEq ñ G`,n,χpEq
m
G`,n,χmpEq pG`,n,χpEq
nqq “ χ´mpλq,
where p “ nq`m holds. When the quantities from equation (1.3) have been computed, it thus
suffices to do calculations in the extension Fprζns of degree ϕpnq to derive the index of λ in
F˚` modulo n before composing the modular information by means of the Chinese remainder
theorem. In the following sections we will be concerned with the efficient computation of the
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quantities in question using universal elliptic Gauß sums, which were defined in [2, Corollary
2.25], instead of using the definition (1.2), which requires passing through larger extensions.
2. Computation of the universal elliptic Gauß sums
2.1. Prerequisites. We first recall some facts from [2], to which we refer the reader for
details. A modular function of weight k P Z for a subgroup Γ1 Ď SL2pZq is a meromorphic
function fpτq on the upper complex half-plane H “ tτ P C : =pτq ą 0u satisfying
(2.1) fpγτq “ pcτ ` dqkfpτq for all γ “ ` a bc d ˘ P Γ1,
where γτ “ aτ`bcτ`d , and some technical conditions. Equation (2.1) in particular implies f can be
written as a Laurent series in terms of qN “ exp
`2piiτ
N
˘
for some N P N depending on Γ1. We
use the notation q “ q1 and consider the groups Γ1 “ Γ0p`q :“
 `
a b
c d
˘ P SL2pZq : ` | c(. The
field of modular functions of weight 0 for a group Γ1 will be denoted by A0pΓ1q. The Fricke-
Atkin-Lehner involution w` acts on modular functions fpτq via fpτq ÞÑ f
`´1
`τ
˘ “: f˚pτq,
where f˚pτq “ fp`τq for fpτq P A0pSL2pZqq holds. We recall the Laurent series
xpw, qq “ 112 `
w
p1´ wq2 `
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
mqnmpwm ` w´mq ´ 2mqnm,
(2.2)
ypw, qq “ w ` w
2
2p1´ wq3 `
1
2
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
mpm` 1q
2
´
qnmpwm ´ w´mq ` qnpm`1qpwm`1 ´ w´pm`1qq
¯
,
(2.3)
ηpqq “ q 124
˜
1`
8ÿ
n“1
p´1qn
´
qnp3n´1q{2 ` qnp3n`1q{2
¯¸
,
(2.4)
m`pqq “ `s
ˆ
ηpq`q
ηpqq
˙2s
with s “ 12gcdp12, `´ 1q .
(2.5)
We further use p1pqq “ řζPµ`,ζ‰1 xpζ, qq, the modular discriminant ∆pqq “ ηpqq24 and the
well-known j-invariant jpqq, which is surjective on C. There is a polynomial M` P CrX,Y s,
sometimes referred to as the canonical modular polynomial, such that M`pX, jpqqq is irre-
ducible over CpjpqqqrXs and m`pqq is one of its roots. Furthermore, degM` “ `´1gcdp`´1, 12q
holds.
Now for a prime ` let n | `´ 1 and χ : F˚` Ñ µn be a character of order n. Defining
(2.6) G`,n,χpqq “ G`,npqq :“
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqV pζλ` , qq with V “
#
x, n ” 1 mod 2,
y, n ” 0 mod 2,
corollary 2.25 and proposition 2.16 of [2] imply the following
Theorem 2.1. Let `, n, χ be as above. Furthermore, let
r “
$’&’%
min
 
r : n`r6 P N
(
, n ” 1 mod 2,
3, n “ 2,
0, else
and e∆ “
$’&’%
n`r
6 , n ” 1 mod 2,
1, n “ 2,
n
4 , else.
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Define the universal elliptic Gauß sum
(2.7) τ`,npqq :“ G`,npqq
np1pqqr
∆pqqe∆ .
Then τ`,npqq has coefficients in Qrζns and is a holomorphic modular function of weight 0 for
Γ0p`q. There exist k ě 0 and a polynomial QpX,Y q P CrX,Y s with degY pQq ă degY pM`q
such that
(2.8) τ`,npqqBM`BY pm`pqq, jpqqq “ m`pqq
´kQpm`pqq, jpqqq.
If we can efficiently compute the polynomial Q in (2.8), we obtain a rational expression
for τ`,npqq in terms of jpqq and m`pqq. As detailed in [2, Section 3], for an elliptic curve E{Fp
this formula readily translates to a formula for the elliptic Gauß sum G`,npEqn from (1.2) in
terms of the values jpEq, m`pEq which may be efficiently computed.
2.2. Laurent series.
2.2.1. General remarks. When dealing with Laurent series gpqq “ ř8i“i0 giqi in this section
we will write ordpgq “ i0 for the order and lcpgq “ gi0 for the leading coefficient of the series.
We first remark that when computing the Laurent series of the universal elliptic Gauß sums
τ`,npqq the part in formula (2.2) which is independent from w vanishes due to the well-known
properties of character sums.
In addition, in our implementation using the GMP library [13] we wished to use as long as
possible the data type for integers for efficiency reasons, and only to convert our results into
rational numbers in the last step. In order to realise this plan, we analyse the denominators
of the Laurent series of the universal elliptic Gauß sums.
We first remark that in formula (2.2) used to compute the x-coordinate all coefficients except
for the constant one, which is independent from q, lie in Zrζ`s and that they lie in 12Zrζ`s for
formula (2.3) corresponding to the y-coordinate. The constant term yields a power possibly
dividing the denominator of the expression. The exact value of v` is computed in
Lemma 2.2. Let v` be the exponent of ` in the denominator of the Gauß sum τ`,npqq. Then
we obtain
v` ď
#
r 2n`´1 s, n odd,
r 3n`´1 s, n even.
Proof. As is well-known,
p`q “ p1´ ζ`q`´1
holds when both sides are considered as ideals in Zrζ`s “ OpQrζ`sq. This implies
`p1´ ζ`q´k “ ep1´ ζ`q`´1p1´ ζ`q´k “ ep1´ ζ`q`´1´k
for e P Zrζ`s˚. Since p1´ ζ`q R Zrζ`s˚, this yields
`p1´ ζ`q´k P Zrζ`s ô k ď `´ 1.
More generally, one obtains
`v`p1´ ζ`q´k “ ep1´ ζ`qv`p`´1q´k P Zrζ`s ô k ď v`p`´ 1q ô v` ě k
`´ 1 .
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Hence, v` can be taken to be r k`´1 s. The shape of the constant terms in formulae (2.2) and
(2.3) as well as theorem 2.1 yield the assertion. 
We remark that the coefficients of 12p1pqq are likewise integers. Since ∆pqq has leading
coefficient 1, the coefficients of ∆pqq´1 are also integers. From these considerations and the
definition of τ`,npqq in theorem 2.1 we deduce
Corollary 2.3. Let ` be a prime and let n | `´1. Let r “ mintr : n`r6 P Nu for n ” 1 mod 2
be defined as in theorem 2.1 and v` as in lemma 2.2. Define
c “
$’&’%
12r`v` , n ” 1 mod 2,
22 ¨ 123`v` , n “ 2,
2n`v` , else.
Then the coefficients of c ¨ τ`,npqq lie in Zrζns.
2.2.2. An improved algorithm. As is evident from (2.6), G`,npqq P Qrζn, ζ`sppqqq holds. In
order to compute τ`,npqq up to precision precp`, nq we need to determine, in particular, the
n-th power of an element of this field, which requires
OplognMp`n precp`, nqqq
multiplications in Z, if we use the multiple of τ`,npqq from corollary 2.3. Equation (2.22)
implies we can choose precp`, nq “ `pe∆ ` v ` 1q. In the worst case n, v P Op`q holds, which
yields a rapidly growing run-time of OplognMp`4qq for this step. We now wish to show how
this run-time can be significantly reduced.
In particular, we make use of the following
Lemma 2.4. Let Gχpζ`q “ řλPF˚
`
χpλqζλ` denote the ordinary cyclotomic Gauß sum. Then
we obtain
G`,n,χpqqGχ´1pζ`q P Qrζnsppqqq.
Proof. By definition the expression in question lies in Qrζ`, ζnsppqqq. We consider the action
of the galois group G of the field extension Qrζ`, ζns{Qrζns on this expression. Since p`, nq “ 1
holds, we obviously obtain G “ xσ : ζ` ÞÑ ζc` y, where c is a generator of F˚`. As shown in the
proof of corollary 2.25 in [2],
σpG`,n,χpqqq “ χ´1pcqG`,n,χpqq
holds. In the same vein one can show
σpGχpζ`qq “ χ´1pcqGχpζ`q,
which immediately implies the invariance of the expression in question under σ. 
Using this lemma we modify the algorithm for determining τ`,npqq, which results from
formulae (2.2), (2.3), (2.6) and (2.7), in the following way. Instead of directly computing the
n-th power of G`,n,χpqq, we calculate:
Algorithm 1. Fast computation of G`,n,χpqqn
Input: `, n,precp`, nq
Output: G`,n,χpqqn
Compute G`,n,χpqq up to precision precp`, nq using formulae (2.2), (2.3), (2.6).
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T1 :“ G`,n,χpqqGχ´1pζ`q
T2 :“ Tn1
T3 :“ Gχ´1pζ`qn
return T4 “ T2T´13
It is obvious that T4 “ G`,n,χpqqn holds and we thus compute the result we wish for.
According to lemma 2.4 the run-time for step 2 is merely
OplognMpn precp`, nqqq “ OplognMp`3qq,
since a whole power of ` is saved in the degree of the polynomials to be multiplied. It is
likewise easy to see that T3 can be computed in run-time OplognMp`nqq and T4 in run-time
Opprecp`, nqMpnqq, which is negligible.
The determination of T1, however, requires Opprecp`, nqMp`nqq operations when using a
naive implementation. We show how to reduce this cost considerably by computing
G`,n,χpqqGχ´1pζ`q “
ÿ
λ1,λ2PF˚`
χpλ1qV pζλ1` , qqχ´1pλ2qζλ2` “
ÿ
c“λ1λ´12 PF˚`
χpcq
ÿ
λ1PF˚`
ζλ1c
´1
` V pζλ1` , qq.
Before further transforming the inner sum, we remark
V pζ`, qq “
8ÿ
i“0
qi
`´1ÿ
k“0
ai,kζ
k
` ñ V pζλ1` , qq “
8ÿ
i“0
qi
`´1ÿ
k“0
ai,kζ
λ1k
` ,
which follows by applying an appropriate power of the automorphism σ : ζ` ÞÑ ζc` . Hence,
one obtainsÿ
λ1PF˚`
ζλ1c
´1
` V pζλ1` , qq “
8ÿ
i“0
qi
ÿ
λ1PF˚`
ζλ1c
´1
`
`´1ÿ
k“0
ai,kζ
λ1k
` “
8ÿ
i“0
qi
ÿ
λ1PF˚`
`´1ÿ
k“0
ai,kζ
λ1pk`c´1q
`
“
8ÿ
i“0
qi
¨˚
˝ ÿ
λ1PF˚`
ai,´c´1 `
`´1ÿ
k“0
k‰´c´1
ai,k
ÿ
λ3“λ1pk`c´1qPF˚`
ζλ3`
‹˛‚“ 8ÿ
i“0
qi
¨˚
˝p`´ 1qai,´c´1 ` `´1ÿ
k“0
k‰´c´1
ai,k
`´1ÿ
λ3“1
ζλ3`
‹˛‚
“
8ÿ
i“0
qi
¨˚
˝p`´ 1qai,´c´1 ´ `´1ÿ
k“0
k‰´c´1
ai,k
‹˛‚“: 8ÿ
i“0
bipcqqi,
where the last equality holds because of
ř`´1
i“0 ζi` “ 0. In total, this yields
G`,n,χpqqGχ´1pζ`q “
8ÿ
i“0
qi
ÿ
c PF˚
`
χpcqbipcq
with bipcq P Q. Furthermore, for c1, c2 P F˚`
bipc1q “ bipc2q ` `pai,´c´11 ´ ai,´c´12 q(2.9)
obviously holds, whence the computation of bipcq, c P F˚`, requires a run-time of Op`q for fixed
i. In order to compute T1 up to the required precision, we thus proceed as follows:
Algorithm 2. Speed-up of step 1 in algorithm 1
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Input: `, n,precp`, nq
Output: G`,n,χpqqGχ´1pζ`q
1. Determine the coefficients ai,k of V pζ`, qq using formulae (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, for
i “ 0, . . . ,precp`, nq, k “ 0, . . . , `´ 1.
2. For i “ 0, . . . ,precp`, nq determine the values bipcq, c P F˚`, using (2.9).
3. return
řprecp`,nq
i“0 qi
ř
cPF˚
`
χpcqbipcq.
Using this algorithm the value T1 can be determined using Op`precp`, nqq operations, which,
for large n, is negligible as compared to the amount required by the second step of the new
algorithm.
To avoid the less efficient GMP data type for rational numbers when computing T4 in
algorithm 1 we again examine by which factor we have to multiply intermediate results to
ensure all coefficients are integers. The required statement is furnished by
Lemma 2.5. Let ` be a prime and χ be a character of order n | `´ 1. Then one obtains
`nGχpζ`q´n P Zrζns.
Proof. The identity
σpGχpζ`qq “ χ´1pcqGχpζ`q
shown in lemma 2.4, where σ : ζ` ÞÑ ζc` and xcy “ F˚`, implies
Gχpζ`qn P Qrζns.
Using the definition of the Gauß sums it is evident that Gχpζ`qn actually lies in Zrζns. Fur-
thermore, a general property exhibited by Gauß sums (cf. [21, p. 91]) is
Gχpζ`qGχ´1pζ`q “ χp´1q`.
Raising this equation to the n-th power and using χp´1qn “ 1, we obtain
Gχpζ`qnGχ´1pζ`qn “ `n
and hence
`nGχpζ`q´n “ Gχ´1pζ`qn P Zrζns.

Corollary 2.6. The universal elliptic Gauß sum τ`,npqq can be computed using
OplognMpn precp`, nqqq
multiplications in Z.
2.3. Rational expression. In this section we present algorithms by means of which it will
be possible to compute the polynomial Q from theorem 2.1 and thus to determine a rational
expression in terms of jpqq and m`pqq for the universal elliptic Gauß sums τ`,n once their
Laurent series have been computed as discussed in section 2.2.
Slightly rewriting equation (2.8) we obtain the representation
τ`,npqqBM`BY pm`pqq, jpqqq “ Qpm`pqq, jpqqq,(2.10)
where QpX,Y q “ řimaxi“imin řv´1k“0 ci,kXiY k with degY pM`q “ v “ `´1gcdp`´1, 12q according to [20,
pp. 61–62] holds. The polynomial M` can be determined using algorithm 5.8 from [20]. The
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left hand side of this equation can be computed up to a certain precision using the known
q-expansions and the algorithms from section 2.2. As is evident from the definition of m` as
well as η, the Laurent series m`pqq has order v. Furthermore, ordpjq “ ´1 holds. This implies
ordpmi`jkq “ iv ´ k. Hence, all summands of the expression
Qpm`pqq, jpqqq “
imaxÿ
i“imin
v´1ÿ
k“0
ci,km
i
`j
k
exhibit different orders, which allows to compute the coefficients ci,k successively using the
precomputed left hand side of equation (2.10). Full details are given in [3], where it is also
shown that it suffices to compute all occurring Laurent series up to precision pv ` e∆q`.
It turns out, however, that for complexity reasons it makes sense to replace the function
m`pqq by another modular function a`pqq with similar properties. This function is mentioned
in [20, 9] as an alternative to m`pqq in the context of Schoof’s algorithm. Its associated
(minimal) polynomial A`pX, jpqqq indeed exhibits a significantly smaller degree in j and sig-
nificantly smaller coefficients than M`pX, jpqqq and was used, for example, in achieving the
point-counting record described in [10].
We first require the following
Definition 2.7. Let fpτq be a modular function of weight 1 and r a prime. The r-th Hecke
operator Tr acts on f via
Trpfqpτq “ 1
r
r´1ÿ
k“0
f
ˆ
τ ` k
r
˙
` fprτq.
Lemma 2.8. [20, p. 74] Let ` ą 3, s “ 24gcdp24,``1q and let r be an odd prime satisfying
s | r ´ 1,
´r
`
¯
“ 1,
ˆ
`
r
˙
“ 1.
Then the function
(2.11) a`pτq “ Trpηpτqηp`τqq
ηpτqηp`τq
is a modular function of weight 0 for Γ0p`q which is holomorphic on H. Furthermore, a`pτq
is invariant under the Fricke-Atkin-Lehner involution w`.
In order to perform actual computations using a`pτq we need its Laurent series up to the
required precision. For its determination we use formula (2.4) for the Laurent series of the
η-function and subsequently apply
Proposition 2.9. [20, p. 74] Let
apτq “ exp
´
2piiτ z
s
¯ 8ÿ
k“0
ak expp2piikτq
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be the Laurent series of a function apτq, where gcdpz, sq “ 1. Then
Trpapτqq “ exp
´
2piiτ z
s
¯ ¨˚˚˝ 8ÿ
k“0
r | ks`z
ak exp
ˆ
2piiτ ks` p1´ rqz
rs
˙
`
8ÿ
k“0
ak exp
ˆ
2piiτkr ` pr ´ 1qz
s
˙¸
(2.12)
holds.
We now write v :“ ´ ordpa`q. The minimal polynomial A`pX, jpτqq P CrjpτqsrXs of a`pτq
has the form
(2.13) A`pX, jpτqq “
``1ÿ
i“0
2vÿ
k“0
ai,kX
ijpτqk
according to [20, p. 77]. An easy calculation shows that the congruence ks ` z ” 0 mod r
implies v “ 0 for ` ă 29 as well as for ` P t37, 43, 67, 163u. Thus, in this case the minimal
polynomial A`pX, jq has degree 0 in j. Hence, a`pτq P C holds and for these mostly small
values of ` we still have to resort to m`pτq for computations. To determine the minimal
polynomial A`pX, jpτqq of a`pτq we use the algorithm presented in [20, p. 79].
We first prove an analogue to proposition 2.16 of [2] and equation (2.8).
Proposition 2.10. Let `, n, χ be as in section 2.1. Then for a holomorphic modular function
gpτq of weight 0 for Γ0p`q, in particular for τ`,n, there exists a polynomial QpX,Y q P CrX,Y s
with degY pQq ă degY pA`q such that
(2.14) gpτqBA`BY pa`pτq, jpτqq “ Qpa`pτq, jpτqq
holds.
Proof. Applying corollary 2.15 of [2] and setting fpτq “ a`pτq, it suffices to show that
a` : H Ñ C is surjective, since this implies the holomorphic functions in Cpa`pτqq are given
by O “ Cra`pτqs.
By definition, A`pa`pτq, jpτqq “ 0 holds. Applying the Fricke-Atkin-Lehner involution w`
to this equation we obtain that a`pτq is also a root of A`pX, jp`τqq. Equation (2.13) yields
(2.15)
``1ÿ
i“0
Xi
2vÿ
k“0
ai,kjp`τqk “ A`pX, jp`τqq “
``1ÿ
i“0
s``1´ipτqXi,
where s``1´ipτq are the elementary-symmetric polynomials in the roots a`pτq “ f0pτq, . . . , f`pτq
of A`pX, jp`τqq. In [20, p. 77] it is shown the Laurent series of these functions have the orders
ordpfiq “ ´v, 0 ď i ă `, ordpf`q “ ´`v,
from which we conclude
ordps0q “ 0, ordps``1´iq “ ´`v ´ p`´ iqv “ ´p2`´ iqv, 0 ď i ď `.
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Using ordpjp`τqq “ ´` equation (2.15) implies a0,2v ‰ 0 and ai,2v “ 0 for i ą 0. So A`pc, Y q
is a polynomial of degree 2v in Y for any c P C. Due to the surjectivity of j there exists τ P H
such that A`pc, jpτqq “ 0. Now the roots of A`pX, jpτqq are well known to be a`pSkpτqq for a
set of representatives Sk, 0 ď k ď `, of SL2pZq{Γ0p`q, cf. Lemma 2.11 of [2]. Thus, for one of
these matrices Sk the identity c “ a`pSkτq holds. Hence, a` attains all values c P C. 
Equation (2.14) implies the enumerator of the rational expression for τ`,n consists of mono-
mials of the form ai`jk with 0 ď k ď 2v ´ 1. However, ordpai`jkq “ ´iv ´ k “ ordpai´1` jk`vq
obviously holds for k ă v. Hence, we are faced with pairs of two monomials of equal order.
This implies the coefficients ci,k of the polynomial Q cannot be successively computed, which
is the case when usingm` as pointed out above. Of course they can still be obtained by invert-
ing the matrix corresponding to the linear system defined by equation (2.14). However, this
would require significantly higher costs. In order to solve this problem we use the following
Lemma 2.11. Let fpτq be a function which is anti-invariant under the action of w`, i. e.,
let f˚ “ ´f . Let gpτq P A0pΓ0p`qq not be invariant under w`. Then
gpτq “ gpτq ` g
˚pτq
2 `
pgpτq ´ g˚pτqqfpτq
2fpτq “: g
p1qpτq ` g
p2qpτq
fpτq
holds if fpτq ‰ 0, where gp1qpτq, gp2qpτq are invariant under w`.
Proof. Evident from the prerequisites, since g˚˚ “ g. 
To determine the rational expression for τ`,npqq, we proceed as follows:
Algorithm 3. Determining the rational expression for τ`,n using a`
Input: `, n,precp`, nq
Output: Rational expression for τ`,npqq
1. Determine g P A0pΓ0p`qq with g˚ “ ´g.
2. Determine τ`,n and τ ˚`,n up to precision precp`, nq using algorithm 1 and the formulae from
section 2.1 and equation (2.20).
3. Compute τ p1q`,n , τ
p2q
`,n according to lemma 2.11.
4. For both functions determine rational expressions R1, R2 in terms of a` and j.
5. Compute τ`,n :“ R1pa`, jq ` R2pa`,jqg .
We have to specify how the steps 1 and 4 are done in practice. Concerning the determination
of g we remark that gpτq :“ m˚`pτq ´ m`pτq is anti-invariant under w` and thus fulfils the
conditions we require. In addition, it has a relatively small order, which is relevant from
complexity reasons. Furthermore, for every g with these properties w`pg2q “ g2 obviously
holds. Hence, we can compute a rational expression for g2 in terms of a` and j using algorithm
4 below. The value for g itself is calculated on the elliptic curve in question, as is detailed
in section 3.1. Before presenting an algorithm for step 4, we investigate the orders of several
Laurent series.
Lemma 2.12. Let A`pX, jq be the minimal polynomial of a`. Hence,
(2.16) 0 “ A`pa`, jq “
``1ÿ
i“0
2vÿ
k“0
ai,ka
i
`j
k
holds according to [20, p. 77], where ordpa`q “ ´v. Then the following statements hold true:
(1) ord
` B
BY A`pa`, jq
˘ ě ´p`` 1qv ` 1.
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(2) ord
` B
BY A`pa`, jpq`qq
˘ ě ´p2v ´ 1q`.
Proof. First of all we examine which of the coefficients of A` do not vanish. Since ordpai`jkq “
´iv´ k holds, searching for two summands ai1` jk1 , ai2` jk2 of equal order leads to the equation
pi2 ´ i1qv “ pk1 ´ k2q.
As this implies v | k1´k2, depending on the values of k1, k2 the equation exhibits the solutions
pi, 0q, pi´1, vq, pi´2, 2vq and pi, kq, pi´1, k`vq for 0 ă k ă v. Paying heed to the restrictions
for possible values of i and k this directly implies ordpai`jkq ě ´p` ` 1qv for all summands
whose coefficients do not vanish. Hence,
(2.17) ai,k ‰ 0 ñ ´iv ´ k ě ´p`` 1qv
holds. We now investigate
B
BY A`pa`, jq “
``1ÿ
i“0
2v´1ÿ
k“0
pk ` 1qai,k`1ai`jk.
From (2.17) we deduce
ai,k`1 ‰ 0 ñ ´iv ´ pk ` 1q ě ´p`` 1qv ñ ordpai`jkq “ ´iv ´ k ě ´p`` 1qv ` 1.
The second assertion is proved analogously after applying w` to equation (2.16). 
Let fpτq P A0pΓ0p`qq be invariant under the action of w`. According to proposition 2.10
there exists a polynomial Q P CrX,Y s with degY pQq ă 2v such that
(2.18) fpτq BBY A`pa`, jq “ Qpa`, jq and fpτq
B
BY A`pa`, jpq
`qq “ Qpa`, jpq`qq,
where the second equation arises from the application of w` to the first one. To determine
the rational expression using a` and j we thus use the following
Algorithm 4. Determining the rational expression for fpτq using a`
Input: `, n, fpτq
Output: QpX,Y q “ řiřk qi,kXiY k from equation (2.18)
1. Set Q :“ 0, precp`, nq :“ ´ ordpfq ` p`` 1qv.
2. Compute jpqq, a`pqq up to precision precp`, nq using formulae (2.4), (2.11) and (2.12).
3. Compute A`pX,Y q using algorithm 5.26 from [20].
4. Compute s1 :“ fpτq BBY A`pa`, jq and s2 :“ fpτq BBY A`pa`, jpq`qq up to precision precp`, nq.
5. Set p1 :“ ordps1q, p2 :“ ordps2q.
6. while s1 ‰ 0 do
7. o1 :“ p1, o2 :“ p2
8. while p1 ă o1 ` `´ 1 do
9. Determine pi1, k1q, pi2, k2q satisfying ordpais` jksq “ p1, s “ 1, 2, with 0 ď k1 ă v and
k2 “ k1 ` v.
10. Compute s1 :“ s1 ´ qi2,k2ai2` jk2 .
11. Compute s1 :“ s1 ´ lcps1qlcpai1
`
jk1 qa
i1
` j
k1 . Set Q :“ Q` lcps1q
lcpai1
`
jk1 qX
i1Y k1 .
12. p1 :“ p1 ` 1
13. end while
14. while p2 ă o2 ` `´ 1 do
15. Determine pi1, k1q, pi2, k2q satisfying ordpais` jpq`qksq “ p2, s “ 1, 2, with 0 ď k1 ă v
and k2 “ k1 ` v.
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16. Compute s2 :“ s2 ´ qi1,k1ai1` jpq`qk1 .
17. Compute s2 :“ s2 ´ lcps2qlcpai2
`
jpq`qk2 qa
i2
` jpq`qk2 . Set Q :“ Q` lcps2qlcpai2
`
jpq`qk2 qX
i2Y k2 .
p2 :“ p2 ` 1
18. end while
19. end while
20. return Q.
The idea of the algorithm consists in considering the equations s1 “ Qpa`, jq as well as
s2 “ s1˚ “ Qpa`, j˚q in turns. The restrictions satisfied by the orders of the Laurent series
allow to compute sets of ` ´ 1 coefficients at a time using successive elimination, since for
one of the two summands of equal order the coefficient has either already been computed or
vanishes. This is shown in detail in
Lemma 2.13. Algorithm 4 works correctly.
Proof. To prove this we have to show the following statements:
(1) The specified precision suffices to find the polynomial Q.
(2) The coefficients qi2,k2 and qi1,k1 used in steps 10 and 16, respectively, have already
been computed unless they vanish.
Concerning the first point we remark again that according to proposition 2.10 QpX,Y q con-
tains only positive powers of a`. Hence, the order o of its summands satisfies
(2.19) ord
ˆ
fpτq BBY A`pa`, jq
˙
“ ordpfq ´ p`` 1qv ` 1 ď o ď 0,
where the equality follows from lemma 2.12. Since the value p1 ranging over the order of s1
strictly increases in each iteration of loop 8, the specified precision
precp`, nq “ ´ ordpfq ` p`` 1qv
is sufficient.
Concerning the second issue we observe that according to lemma 2.12 after t iterations of
loop 6
o1 ě o1ptq :“ ordpfq ´ p`` 1qv ` 1` p`´ 1qt, o2 ě o2ptq :“ ordpfq ´ p2v ´ 1q`` p`´ 1qt
holds. Furthermore, one calculates o1ptq “ o2ptq ` p`´ 1qpv ´ 1q. Now assume that in step 9
o1ptq ď p1 “ ´i2v ´ k2 ă o1ptq ` `´ 1 holds. Using k2 “ k1 ` v, this yields
o1ptq ´ p`´ 1qk2 ď ´i2v ´ k2` ă o1ptq ´ p`´ 1qpk2 ´ 1q
k2“k1`vñ o2ptq ´ p`´ 1qpk1 ` 1q ď ´i2v ´ k2` ă o2ptq ´ p`´ 1qk1.
Now k1 ě 0 implies ´i2v ´ k2` “ p2 has already held in a preceding iteration unless the
coefficient vanishes a priori (if o2ptq ´ p`´ 1qk1 ď o2p0q holds). Thus, the coefficient qi2,k2 is
already known.
In the same vein assume that o2ptq ď p2 “ ´i1v ´ k1` ă o2ptq ` ` ´ 1 holds in step 15. It
follows
o2ptq ` p`´ 1qk1 ď ´i1v ´ k1 ă o2ptq ` p`´ 1qpk1 ` 1q
ñ o1ptq ` p`´ 1qpk1 ` 1´ vq ď ´i1v ´ k1 ă o1ptq ` p`´ 1qpk1 ` 2´ vq.
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Then k1 ď v ´ 1 implies k1 ` 2´ v ď 1 and thus ´i1v ´ k1 “ p1 has to hold at the latest in
the t` 1-th iteration. Since loop 8 containing the calculations for s1 is performed before loop
14 the coefficient qi1,k1 is already known unless it vanishes. 
To compute the rational expression using a` we apply algorithm 4 to the functions τ p1q`,n , τ
p2q
`,n .
Using lemma 2.23 from [2] and equation (2.2) an easy calculation shows
(2.20) w`pxpζt`, qqq “ p`τq2xpqt, q`q
for 1 ď t ď ` ´ 1, an analogue statement holds for ypζt`, qq. Hence, ordpx˚pζt`, qqq ě 1,
ordpy˚pζ`, qqq ě 1, which implies
(2.21) ord
´
τ
p1q
`,n
¯
ě n´ `e∆, ord
´
τ
p2q
`,n
¯
ě n´ `e∆ ´ ordpm`q.
Corollary 2.14. Algorithm 4 computes Q using O˜ppv ` e∆q2`2q multiplications in Z.
Proof. In each iteration of loop 8 the order of s1 strictly decreases by the construction of
the algorithm, which implies the loop is called at most precp`, nq times. Furthermore, each
call of loops 8 and 14 in turn requires a constant number of multiplications of Laurent series
provided some intermediate results are stored. We remark that, due to the values assumed
by i and k in loop 14, this has to be done in a clever way in order to obtain an efficient
implementation. The Laurent series to be multiplied are computed up to precision precp`, nq.
Using (2.21) and step 1 of the algorithm to deduce
(2.22) precp`, nq “ `e∆ ´ n` ordpm`q ` p`` 1qv “ Op`pe∆ ` vqq
and taking into account that intermediate results are multiplied by the factor from corollary
2.3 the assertion follows. 
Equation (2.22) shows the precision required for finding the rational expression and thus the
run-time of all partial computations depend on the value of v. Apart from the functions m`
and in particular a` one might conceive using further alternatives. One approach to find such
functions which is due to an idea of Atkin may be found in [19, pp. 262–265]. However, this
procedure does not seem to have been much used in former computations, since it is relatively
complicated and does not easily lend itself to the construction of a general algorithm. We
remark that for any function f` one might use as an alternative the results from [1] imply the
lower bound
(2.23) |ordpf`q| “: v ě 7800`
for the best possible values.
3. Point-counting in the Elkies case
3.1. Gauß sums. In this section we give some details on how the representation
(3.1) G`,n,χpqq
np1pqqr
∆pqqe∆ “ R1pa`pqq, jpqqq `
R2pa`pqq, jpqqq
gpqq
precomputed by means of algorithms 3 and 4 may be used for counting points on an elliptic
curve E : Y 2 “ X3`aX`b over a finite field Fp having j-invariant different from 0 and 1728.
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As shown in detail in [2], for an Elkies prime ` equation (3.1) translates to the formula
(3.2) G`,n,χpEq
np1pEqr
∆pEqe∆ “ R1pa`pEq, jpEqq `
R2pa`pEq, jpEqq
gpEq
in terms of values associated to E. Here G`,n,χpEq is the elliptic Gauß sum defined by equation
(1.2), jpEq and ∆pEq are the well-known j-invariant and discriminant of E, p1pEq may be
computed using the formulae from [19, pp. 269–271] and a`pEq is found as a root of the poly-
nomial A`pX, jpEqq. Computing these values one directly obtains G`,n,χpEqn, which yields the
index modulo n in F˚` of the eigenvalue λ of the Frobenius homomorphism φp using equation
(1.4) provided p ” 1 mod n holds. It is obvious that having determined this value modulo
all maximal prime power divisors n of ` ´ 1 we obtain λ by using the Chinese Remainder
Theorem, from which we glean t mod ` from equation (1.1) as needed in Schoof’s algorithm.
Proceeding in this way to use equation (1.4) we avoid passing through large extensions of
Fp, which would be necessary when computing G`,n,χpEq directly from its definition (1.2).
The advantage stems from (1.3) stating that G`,n,χpEqn lies in a much smaller extension than
G`,n,χpEq.
Computing the roots of the polynomial A`pX, jpEqq in Fp yields two possible values for
a`pEq corresponding to the two eigenvalues λ and µ of φp from section 1. As already remarked
below algorithm 3, in equation (3.2) we choose g “ m˚`´m` and precompute g2 as a rational
expression in terms of a` and j by means of algorithm 4. This again translates to a formula
on E for gpEq2, which yields two possible values for gpEq after a root extraction.
Since m˚` “ `sm` ´ m` for s as in (2.5) holds, the correct one among the two candidates˘gpEq can be determined by solving the equations
`s
x
´ x “ ˘gpEq
and checking for all solutions x whether they are roots of M`pX, jpEqq. This yields the value
of m`pEq corresponding to gpEq at the same time. It would also be conceivable to determine
m`pEq as a root of M`pX, jpEqq and then to directly compute the value gpEq. However, the
root-finding step turns out to have a significantly higher run-time than the approach just
presented.
Once a`pEq or m`pEq are computed, the value p1pEq is determined using the formulae from
[20, pp. 102–106] or [19, pp. 269–271], respectively. Since the first approach again requires
finding the roots of some polynomial we prefer the second variant on grounds of performance.
We remark that the value BA`BY pa`pEq, jpEqq used as the denominator of the different rational
expressions computed by means of algorithm 4 may be zero in isolated cases, though this
happens very rarely in practice. In this case we resort to the second possible value for a`pEq.
The same holds true for the values p1pEq and gpEq “ `sm`pEq ´m`pEq (but [2, p. 16] implies
m`pEq ‰ 0).
3.2. Jacobi sums.
3.2.1. Theory. As was remarked above, the approach using the (universal) elliptic Gauß sums
only works if p ” 1 mod n holds. In order to be able to use formula (1.4) for arbitrary primes
p, the Jacobi sums G`,n,χpEq
m
G`,n,χm pEq have to be determined as well. Directly using the function
G`,n,χpqqm
G`,n,χm pqq to construct a modular function of weight 0 for Γ0p`q along the lines of [2, Corollary
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2.25] is not possible, since this function would not be holomorphic on H. However, both [2,
Proposition 2.16] and proposition 2.10 crucially rely on the holomorphicity of the functions g,
τ`,n for proving the existence of a rational expression of a special form well-suited for efficient
computations. Hence, we slightly rearrange the key equation (1.4). To this end, we remark
that writing m1 “ n´m we obtain
(3.3) p “ npq ` 1q ´m1, m ” ´m1 mod n,
which yields the new equation
χ´mpλq “ pG`,n,χpEq
nqq`1
G`,n,χpEqm1G`,n,χ´m1 pEq
.(3.4)
In the proof of corollary 2.24 of [2] it is shown that for γ P Γ0p`q
G`,n,χpqpγτqqk “ pcτ ` dqekχ´kpdqG`,n,χpqqk
holds, where e “ 2 for n odd and e “ 3 for n even holds. For this reason
G`,n,χpqqkG`,n,χ´kpqq
is a modular function of weight epk ` 1q for Γ0p`q. In particular, we obtain the following
Lemma 3.1. Let ` be a prime, n | `´1, χ : F˚` Ñ µn be a character of order n and let k P N.
If n is even, let k be odd. Furthermore, let
r “
#
mintr : k`1`r6 P Nu, n ” 1 mod 2,
mintr : 3pk`1q`2r12 P Nu, n ” 0 mod 2
and e∆ “
#
k`1`r
6 , n ” 1 mod 2,
3pk`1q`2r
12 , n ” 0 mod 2.
Then
J`,n,χ,kpqq “ J`,n,kpqq “ G`,n,χpqq
kG`,n,χ´kpqqp1pqqr
∆pqqe∆
is a modular function of weight 0 for Γ0p`q which is holomorphic on H and whose coefficients
lie in Qrζns. We call J`,n,kpqq a universal elliptic Jacobi sum.
Proof. Using the above considerations the proof proceeds in exactly the same way as the one
for corollary 2.24 of [2]. For even n the condition on k guarantees the existence of a suitable
value for r. 
From our theory it follows that J`,n,kpqq admits a representation as a rational expression Rk
in terms of jpqq as well as m`pqq and a`pqq, respectively. This expression can be determined
using the algorithms presented in section 2.2 and 2.3 for computing the universal elliptic Gauß
sums. It is evident from equation (2.20) that ordpJ ˚`,n,kq ě pk ` 1q ´ `e∆ holds. Hence, we
obtain
(3.5) ord
´
J
p1q
`,n,k
¯
ě pk ` 1q ´ `e∆, ord
´
J
p2q
`,n,k
¯
ě pk ` 1q ´ `e∆ ´ ordpm`q
when applying algorithm 4.
Having computed the rational expression Rk, one can determine the value
J`,n,χ,kpEq “ G`,n,χpEqkG`,n,χ´kpEq
in the same vein as in the previous section 3.1. In order to determine the index of λ in pZ{`Zq˚
modulo n, we thus proceed as follows:
Algorithm 5. Determining the index of λ modulo n
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Input: `, n,E
Output: Index of λ in pZ{`Zq˚ modulo n
1. Determine G`,n,χpEqn using equation (3.2).
2. Determine J`,n,χ,m1pEq, where m1 is as in equation (3.3).
3. Determine the index of λ using equation (3.4).
We remark that in the representation p “ nq `m we obviously have pm,nq “ 1. In par-
ticular, m and m1 are odd if n is even, which implies the second step is only performed for
values of m1 covered by lemma 3.1.
Applying this method we can use equation (1.4) for all maximal prime power divisors n of
` ´ 1, which yields the value of λ by means of the Chinese Remainder Theorem and thus t
modulo `. Having computed this value for sufficiently many primes `, we can determine the
value of t and finally that of #EpFpq using again the CRT as in Schoof’s algorithm.
3.2.2. Implementation. When implementing the computation of the Laurent series of the
Jacobi sums and the determination of the rational expression we again avail ourselves of the
ideas exposed in section 2.2. In particular, the expressions G`,n,χk are multiplied by suitable
cyclotomic Gauß sums before their product is computed. In this way all multiplications can
again be performed in Qrζns instead of in Qrζ`, ζns, which accounts for a significant run-time
reduction.
For fixed `, n all required Jacobi sums J`,n,χ,kpqq are computed successively. As mentioned,
these only have to be computed for k coprime to n. Furthermore, equation (1.4) directly
implies that for m “ 1, i. e. m1 “ n ´ 1, no Jacobi sum is needed. Hence, our computation
is as follows:
Algorithm 6. Computing the Jacobi sums corresponding to ` and n
Input: `, n,precp`, nq
Output: Jacobi sums J`,n,χ,k for 1 ď k ď n´ 2 and pk, nq “ 1
1. Determine T “ T1 :“ G`,n,χpqqGχ´1pζ`q, S “ S1 :“ Gχ´1pζ`q up to precision precp`, nq.
2. for k “ 1 to n´ 2 do
3. If pk, nq ą 1, go to step 8.
4. Determine T2 :“ G`,n,χ´kpqqGχkpζ`q, S2 :“ Gχkpζ`q.
5. T3 :“ TT2, S3 :“ SS2.
6. T4 :“ T3S´13 .
7. Compute J`,n,χ,kpqq by multiplication of T4 by suitable powers of p1pqq and ∆pqq.
8. T :“ TT1, S :“ SS1.
9. end for
Step 8 obviously guarantees that T “ T k1 as well as S “ Sk1 hold in each iteration in step
5, which proves the correctness. Let c be a generator of pZ{nZq˚. Since p`, nq “ 1 holds, we
obtain GalpQrζ`, ζns{Qrζ`sq “ xσ : ζn ÞÑ ζcny. As σ is a homomorphism, it follows
σpG`,n,χpqqq “ G`,n,χcpqq and σpGχ´1pζ`qq “ Gχ´cpζ`q.
Thus, the expression in step 4 can be recovered from the precomputed values T1, S1 with
negligible costs by applying the homomorphism ζn ÞÑ ζkn.
The most costly step inside the loop is the computation of T3 and the updating of T1. Each
of these requires OpMpn precp`, nqqq operations. Using equations (2.19) and (3.5) we see that
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as in (2.22) it suffices to take
(3.6) precp`, nq “ `pe∆ ` v ` 1q
when afterwards applying algorithm 4 to compute the rational expression in terms of a` and
j.
3.3. Run-time and memory requirements. We compute G`,n,χpEqn using equation (3.2).
Once the values of j, a`,∆, p1 and g on E have been determined as detailed in section 3.1,
the evaluation of the right hand side of this equation requires a further precp`, nq operations
to determine Ripa`, jq, i “ 1, 2. As shown in equation (2.22), the value precp`, nq, which
provides a bound on the degree of enumerator and denominator of R in terms of j and a`,
can be chosen to be precp`, nq “ pv` e∆`1q`. Since the expression Rpa`, jq lies in Fprζns, the
cost for computing G`,n,χpEqn using (3.2) amounts to Oppv`e∆`1q`Mpnqq multiplications in
Fp. The computation of J`,n,χ,m1 pEq requires comparable costs according to section 3.2.2. It
is easy to see that these costs dominate the work for precomputing the values j,m`,∆, p1, g.
Subsequently, according to equation (3.4) the essential work consists in determining the power
pG`,n,χpEqnqq`1, which requires OpMpnq log qq “ OpMpnq log pq operations, since n ! p holds.
Hence, the total run-time amounts to
(3.7) OpMpnqppv ` e∆ ` 1q`` log pqq.
We compare this to the algorithm presented in [17], whose run-time is given by
O
ˆ
Cp`q log `
n
`Mpnq log p` C?npnq
˙
using the notation from that article, which was one of the starting points of our research.
Here
(3.8) O
ˆ
Cp`q log `
n
` C?npnq
˙
“ O˜
´
`
ω`1
2 ` n 3ω`14
¯
holds, where 2 ď ω ă 3 is an exponent for matrix multiplication in Fp. The theoretical
record is ω » 2.38 from [7]. Comparing (3.7) and (3.8) we realise that our approach might
be competitive provided n and v are comparatively small. Due to e∆ « n6 one should at least
require n ď ?`.
Recent results by Tenenbaum in [24], which build on the well-known asymptotic formulae for
smooth numbers in [8], show
Υpx, yq “ #tz ď x : pk || z ñ pk ď yu „ xρpuq for xÑ8, where x “ yu,
for the count of y-ultrafriable numbers ď x. Here ρpuq denotes the Dickmann function. For
u “ 2 one gleans ρpuq « 0.307. Thus, we can expect that for about 30% of the primes `
we consider the values of n are small enough that an improvement of the run-time might be
possible.
However, since equation (2.23) implies v “ Op`q holds asymptotically, we find that our al-
gorithm exhibits an asymptotic run-time of Op`2 Mpnqq and is not competitive with the one
from [17].
One might observe that the run-time for the computation of the q-th power of G`,npEqn can
be reduced if the n-th cyclotomic polynomial is reducible over Fp. In this case the extension
Fprζns{Fp only has degree mintk : pk ” 1 mod nu “ ordnppq. This observation can account
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for an improvement in run-time merely in a few cases, though.
However, the memory requirements are much more forbidding than run-time when con-
sidering practical applications for counting points on elliptic curves. As follows from the
observations in section 2.3, the polynomial Q corresponding to τ`,npqq contains precp`, nq co-
efficients from Qrζns. Experimental results suggest the height (the logarithm of the maximal
absolute value) of these coefficients is essentially proportional to v (similar results are well-
known from [6] for the modular function jpq`q) and thus asymptotically proportional to `
according to (2.23). Hence, they imply
O˜pprecp`, nqn`q “ O˜ppv ` e∆qn`2q
bytes of memory are required in order to store all the coefficients of Q. Using again v “ Op`q
as well as n “ Op`q in the worst case we obtain a memory requirement of O˜p`4q bytes. This
means in the worst case for ` « 100 the expected memory requirement for representing the
polynomial Q amounts to about 100 MB, which is confirmed by our computations. The
expected memory requirement rises to 1.6 GB for ` « 200 and to about 1 TB for ` « 1000.
Taking into account that according to section 3.2.1 the polynomial Q for fixed ` and n has to
be precomputed for ϕpnq ´ 1 different Jacobi sums in order to count points on elliptic curves
E{Fp for arbitrary primes p, it is evident that the proposed method rapidly leaves the realms
of possibility. We observe that for the records set in [10] prime numbers up to ` « 4000 and
for those in [23] even primes up to ` « 11000 were used.
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